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OUTLINE

I An almost plausible agreg question
I the modus/dictum analysis proposed in (Ballier 2012) and

developed in (Kanté 2013) and (Kanté 2016).
I Some reminders about lexical databases
I The wordnet Lexical DataBase
I Some Models (Valency Grammar: Herbst et al. 2004)
I Some more questions

PS: check the FRAMENET Resource



This presentation is aimed at presenting an endearing obsession with
nouns governing complement clauses (sometimes called
‘complement taking-nouns’)

A companion handout sums up some of the corpus findings that
may contradict some of the commonly held assumptions about
those noun complement clauses



AIMS

I question the semantic singularity of nouns that can be used
with that-complement clauses, of the type the fact that (but
also hypothesis, riddle, clue)

I qestion the “derivational hypothesis”" posited in the CGEL
I discuss some approaches (the corpus-based approach of the

Collins COBUILD dictionaries)
I present some on-line resources and techniques
I few words about parsing and PoS-tagging (the quest for head

nouns)



common misconceptions

I will first sum up some of the widespread assumptions I
have come across about NCCs. A review of the literature
seems to suggest that :

1. potential head nouns of NCCs form a limited class of nouns
2. these nouns have to be ‘abstract’ nouns
3. head nouns are usually singular
4. determined by the
5. the head noun is more often than not the subject of the main

clause in the examples given
6. there is always that
7. the that-clause is mostly adjacent to the noun



Agreg-like question : the derivational hypothesis

I sample (CGEL: 965)
I semantic types
I suggested properties (morphological derivation??)



the dictum / modus approach

(Ballier 2012, Kanté 2013, Kanté 2016)

(19) Erm what I’d like to er start off with is to emphasize why you’re
here and erm the fact that I’m not going to patronize you as a
driver. (BNC, FM1)

" there is a factive mood whose use in a sentence implies that the
speaker is certain that the sentence is true, and a range of other
moods indicating hearsay, doubt, and other judgements of the
speaker about the sentence. While this distinction is not overt in
English, it seems to us that it may be sensed in an ambiguity of
declarative sentences. (Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970: 367)



logophoricity scale (Culy 1994)

The puzzle lay in his certainty that his feeling for her found an echo
in her own feelings. (BNC, FP1 : 834)

speech >> thought > > knowledge >> direct perception (Culy
1994 : 1062).

head noun as trigger (modus) and a logophoric domain of discourse
(dictum) : “stretches of discourse in which a person’s words,
thought , knowledge, or emotions are being reported” (Culy 1994:
1057). CULY, C., 1994 “Aspects of Logophoric Marking”,
Linguistics 32, 1055-1094.



OTHER APPROACHES

Sinclair and Fox, 1990, Collins Cobuild English Grammar, Collins,
331

nouns used with reported clauses 7.84 There are many nouns, such
as ‘statement’, ‘advice’, and ‘opinion’, which refer to what someone
says or thinks. Many of the nouns used in this way are related to
reporting verbs. For example, ‘information’, is related to ‘inform’,
and ‘decision’ is related to ‘decide’. These nouns can be used in
report structures in a similar way to reporting verbs. They are
usually followed by a reported clause beginning with ‘that’. He
referred to Copernicus’s statement that the earth moves around the
sun. He expressed the opinion that Kitchener should be made War
Minister. There was little hope that he would survive. Here is a list
of nouns which have related supporting verbs and which can be
used with ‘that’-clauses:



A REMINDER

A norm is a pattern of ordinary usage in everyday language with
which a particular meaning or implicature is associated. A pattern
consists of a valency structure (see below), together with sets of
preferred collocations. (Hanks 2013: 92)



A REMINDER on ontologies

“The verb fire, for example, in one of its senses, is associated with a
set of lexical items denoting firearms: people fire guns, rifles, pistols,
revolvers, machine guns, Kalashnikovs, and so on. A group of words
like this is said to constitute a lexical set in relation to the verb fire.
The lexical set is united by a common semantic type—namely, they
are all firearms. A lexical set of this kind is given a name—the name
of the unifying semantic type—which is conventionally written in
double square brackets with initial capital letters, thus: [[Firearm]],
[[Physical Object]]. Semantic theorists have tried to build semantic
types into hierarchical structures called ontologies, as discussed in
Hanks and Ježek 2010. Thus, a [[Firearm]] is a [[Weapon]] is an
[[Artifact]] is a [[Physical Object]], and so on. This lexical set and
its semantic type activate a contrast with other uses of the verb fire:
for example, ‘[[Human]] fire [[Human]]’ (meaning ‘dismiss from
employment’) and ‘[[Human]] fire up [[Machine]]’ (meaning ‘start’).”
(Hanks 2013: 12-13)



The generative lexicon: the generative approach (Johnston
and Busa 1996; Pustejovsky 1995)



Valency Grammar : Herbst et al. 2004



noun features ?



##WordNet (Miller et al. 1990; Fellbaum 1998])

I a computational lexicon of English
I based on psycholinguistic principles
I about 155,000 words organized in over 117,000 synsets.

(Wordnet 3.0)

‘We can view a synset as a set of word senses all expressing
(approximately) the same meaning’ (Navigli 2009)



A SYNSET, an example from (Navigli 2009)



Synsets (Wordnet)



The Semantic network



Semantic relations (Wordnet)



assumption in Wordnet:
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn

http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn


beyond the remit of agreg questions?

I MWUs ?
I some parsing issues



Multi-Word Units / MWE ?

The PHRASEME project: the grammatical tagging of nominal
Multi-Word Units: parsing texts and nominal expressions for PoS:
(an over-ther-counter) (more about this and comparable
constructions, Ballier 2016)

‘in the sense that’/ ‘on the grounds that’ / ’on the basis that

tenor of the cross-examination / * word of honur*?

ESP uses?? the rider that (l’avenant, la clause additionnelle, le
codicille), oversight, off chance, applications, direction, practice,
guilt, submission



SHALLOW versus DEEP PARSING

I parsed corpora : ICE-GB, WSJ
I parsers
I parsing issues
I the ontology of tagsets (Penn Treebank, )
I CLAWS5 vs. CLAWS7: that
I head nouns in Acquis Communautaire (Zelenakova 2015 on

precision and recall)
I querying a corpus with PoS tags (Corpus Workbench, Antconc

for PoS)



PoS-tagging and parsing

I using parsers for parsed data (ICE-GB. . . )
I TregEx



##ON-LINE PARSERS : one example of PoS-tagging and Parsing
Stanford’s CoreNLP : http://corenlp.run/

http://corenlp.run/


NEXT PLANS
Replicating (Price et al., 2008): extending the inventory of head
nouns

Word Embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013)

the Word2vec algorithm and cosine distance to “understanding”



Behavioural profiles (Levshina 2015: 304)

I Behavioural profiles, cf. Vergaro (to appear) in Arigne &
Migette (2018)

I clustering nouns with similar constructions (cf. verbs with
causative constructions, Gries and Divjak)

I disentangling IDEA (that, to) and other heads nouns



TAKE HOME MESSSAGE(S)
I from periphery to the core “A Lexically Based Approach to

Linguistic Theory” (Hanks 2013)

I verb-inspired conceptualisations of nouns (argument structure:
Grimshaw 1990, “complementation”?)

I “The kernel of generative semantics was an obliteration of the
syntax-semantics boundary at the deepest level of grammar –
the axiom that the true deep structure was the semantic
representation, not a syntactic input to the semantic
component”. (Harris 1993 : 105)

I “constructicon” and enunciativist research agenda “You shall
know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth) and Lapaire &
Rotgé 1991 “affinités électives”

I more technical explorations of this “company” in the pipeline

I useful resources to explore for the agreg : Hank 2013, Herbst
et al. 2004, Wordnet (Miller 1995)
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